Thursday, June 9, 2011

Convocation
2011 Nevada System of Higher Education Rising Researcher Award
Dr. Rina Schumer

2010 Ansari Medal for Excellence in Science Award
Dr. Eric V. McDonald

2010 Peter B. Wagner Medal of Excellence for DRI Scholars in the Early Stages of Career Development Award
Dr. Donald M. “Matt” Reeves

2011 Peter B. Wagner Medal of Excellence for DRI Scholars in the Early Stages of Career Development Award
Dr. Anna Gannet Hallar

2011 Colin Warden Memorial Endowment Award
Jazmin Aravena

2010 Maki Faculty Chair of Hydrologic Sciences Award
Dr. Jianting “Julian” Zhu

2011 George Burke Maxey Graduate Student Fellowship Award
Zachary Johnson and Mustafa Eissa

2011 George Burke Maxey Graduate Student Paper Award
Ramon Naranja and Marion Bisiaux

2011 National Jonathan O. Davis Scholarship in Quaternary Sciences
Anthony Taylor

2011 Nevada Jonathan O. Davis Scholarship in Quaternary Sciences
Nathaniel Pepe

2010 General Frederick Lander Scholarship for Native Americans
Justin Zuniga

2010 Peter B. Wagner Memorial Award for Women in Atmospheric Sciences
Maria Cazorla

2011 Peter B. Wagner Memorial Award for Women in Atmospheric Sciences
Rasa Grivicke

DRI and the DRI Foundation wish to thank Nazir and Mary Ansari, Sue Wagner, Maureen Warden, Beth Davis, and Sandra Powers for their support of the awards.